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Abstract: The phase and amplitude gradient estimator (PAGE) method
for active acoustic intensity uses pairwise microphone transfer functions to
obtain the phase gradient, which improves the calculation bandwidth over
the traditional weighted quadspectral method. Additionally, for broadband sources, the PAGE theory indicates that the transfer function phase
can be unwrapped to further extend the usable frequency range to beyond
the spatial Nyquist frequency. Here, two experiments demonstrate intensity bandwidth extension by more than an order of magnitude using
phase unwrapping. First, plane-wave tube results show accurate onedimensional intensity calculations with the microphones separated by five
wavelengths, 30 times the traditional limit. Second, two-dimensional
measurements of a laboratory-scale jet with a four-microphone probe
yield physically reasonable calculations at frequencies 15 times the traditional limit.
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1. Introduction
Measurement of active acoustic intensity has numerous applications, including obtaining radiated sound power,1 noise source identification,2 sound field reconstruction,3,4
and determining building sound insulation.5 A limitation of using multimicrophone
intensity probes6 to characterize broadband sources and fields has been a requirement
of repeating the measurement with a number of microphone spacings to overcome the
significant bias errors7 associated with the traditional quadspectrum-based intensity
method.8,9 This process increases measurement time and cost. Recently, the challenge
of characterizing jet noise fields10,11 motivated formulation of a new intensity calculation method that extends multimicrophone probes’ bandwidth. The phase and amplitude gradient estimator (PAGE) method,12 which calculates a phase gradient via pairwise microphone transfer functions, greatly reduces bias errors13 up to the probe’s
spatial Nyquist frequency, fNyq . Furthermore, the PAGE method allows the possibility
of unwrapping the transfer function phase for broadband signals before finding the
phase gradient, thereby extending the intensity calculation bandwidth beyond fNyq .
Initial applications of phase unwrapping to PAGE intensity calculations of solid rocket
motor14 and military jet15 noise sources increased the upper frequency limit of the vector calculations by 3–4 times that of the traditional method.
Although these initial applications demonstrated the promise of applying
phase unwrapping with the PAGE method, these measurements were made on large,
complex sources in the field. Experiments that investigate phase unwrapping and
PAGE performance in more controlled settings are required. This letter further investigates extension of intensity calculation bandwidth by phase unwrapping for broadband, radiated fields: first, an anechoic plane-wave tube experiment that represents a
near-ideal environment with a known benchmark, and second, a laboratory-scale
supersonic jet noise experiment. The results show that, for broadband sources, transfer
function phase unwrapping with PAGE increases the upper frequency limit of the
intensity probe by more than an order of magnitude.
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2. PAGE method summary
The PAGE method’s improvements stem from a least-squares gradient of the pressure
phase across microphones to calculate the active intensity. The method builds from the
work of Mann and colleagues,16,17 who investigated radiated intensity and other
energy-based quantities. They expressed complex pressure at position, r, and frequency,
x, as a magnitude and phase, pðrÞ ¼ PðrÞej/ðrÞ , from which the particle velocity vector
is obtained via Euler’s equation as
uðrÞ ¼

j
q0 x

rp ¼

1
½PðrÞr/ðrÞ þ jrPðrÞej/ðrÞ :
q0 x

(1)

The time-average active intensity is written as
1
1
1 2
P2 r/ ¼
P r/;
I ¼ Ref pu g ¼
2
2q0 x
q0 x

(2)

where * signifies complex conjugate, q0 is ambient density, and P2 is mean-square
pressure. Although Mann et al.16 considered Eq. (2) theoretically, Mann and Tichy17
stepped from this expression directly to the traditional quadspectral approach when
describing experiments.
In the PAGE method,12 P2 can be found by locating a microphone at the
probe center or, alternatively, by finding a least-squares estimate of the pressure magnitude. The least-squares phase gradient, r/, is calculated from N microphones located
at positions, r1::N , as
r/  ðRT RÞ1 RT D/;

(3)

where R is a position difference matrix written as
R ¼ ½r2  r1 j…jrN  rN1 T ;

(4)

and the phase differences, D/, are found via microphone pairwise transfer functions

T
D/ ¼  argfH1;2 g; …; argfHN1;N g :
(5)
Whereas the traditional method is limited to well below fNyq , the use of the transfer
function phase in PAGE generally reduces active intensity bias errors up to fNyq .13
Furthermore, it allows for the direct possibility of phase unwrapping for broadband
signals for which r/ varies smoothly as a function of frequency,12 thereby extending
the upper frequency limit of the PAGE intensity calculation. The smooth phase variation is necessary because the phase unwrapping process required to obtain an accurate
r/ at a given frequency depends on the phase variation at lower frequencies. Phase
discontinuities that occur in D/ because of poor signal coherence or strong, tonal signals arriving from widely different directions could cause unwrapping errors, thus
affecting r/ and the PAGE-calculated intensity in Eq. (2) at all higher frequencies.
Although phase unwrapping needs to be further investigated for additional
environments, the plane-wave tube and laboratory jet noise experiments described in
this letter demonstrate the success of phase unwrapping for two important broadband
source cases: (a) a propagating wavefront that may be described as locally planar
across the probe, and (b) an extended radiator whose properties vary smoothly with
frequency.
3. Plane-wave propagation experiment
The first validation of PAGE-method bandwidth extension by phase unwrapping is of
broadband plane-wave propagation from a loudspeaker-driven, anechoically terminated acrylic tube. The tubes 10 cm inner diameter restricts plane-wave propagation to
below 2 kHz. For this experiment, pressure waveform data were synchronously
recorded at four phase-matched G.R.A.S. 40AE 12.7 mm microphones with a 24-bit
National Instruments PXI-4462 card. The microphone diaphragms were flush with the
inside of the tube and were placed with separation distances (relative to the first microphone) of 5, 30, and 90 cm [see Fig. 1(a)]. For reference, the maximum microphone
separation distance used in most commercial intensity probes is only 10 cm, with an
upper frequency limit (-2 dB error) of 1.2 kHz.
In this experiment, the traditional intensity calculations, obtained from scaled
pairwise quadspectra, can be compared to the benchmark propagating plane-wave
case, for which the sound intensity and pressure levels are approximately equal, i.e.,
for the three spacings and LP are shown in Fig. 1(b). The error
LI  LP : The LTRAD
I
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Anechoic plane-wave tube experiment with downstream microphones placed at 5, 30,
and LP . (c) Wrapped
and 90 cm from the first microphone. (b) Traditional-method intensity levels, LTRAD
I
, along with LP .
(dashed) and unwrapped transfer function phases. (d) PAGE-calculated levels, LPAGE
I

for d ¼ 5 cm is less than 1 dB below 1.3 kHz, but d ¼ 30 and 90 cm—uncharacteristically large for intensity measurements—cause limited intensity bandwidth and nulls
(with 180 changes in intensity direction) at integer multiples of fNyq .
The plane-wave tube experiment demonstrates intensity bandwidth extension
by phase unwrapping. For a propagating plane-wave, D/ ¼ kd and r/ ¼ k; such that
Eq. (2) is written12 as I PAGE ¼ P2 =q0 c; the expected analytical result. In other words,
if the phase gradient is accurate, the PAGE method reproduces the analytical intensity
for the propagating plane-wave. The wrapped (dashed) and unwrapped transfer function phases for the different microphone spacings are shown in Fig. 1(c). The ability to
unwrap argfHg ¼ D/ multiple times allows the PAGE intensity bandwidth to be
extended past fNyq up to the tube’s first cross-mode cutoff frequency. The convergence
of LPAGE
for all three spacings to LP is shown in Fig. 1(d), demonstrating the ability
I
of the PAGE method to accurately obtain acoustic intensity for a broadband, propagating plane-wave, regardless of microphone spacing.
4. Supersonic jet experiment
The plane-wave tube experiment shows that two microphones may be separated by at
least five wavelengths (an increase in bandwidth of a factor of 30 over the traditional
method18) and still obtain accurate PAGE intensity estimates for a broadband propagating wave. A comparison of two-dimensional (2D) vector intensity with smaller
microphone spacing and a more complex broadband source, an unheated jet, reveals
similar bandwidth improvement while extending the intensity calculations well into the
ultrasonic range. The jet is an extended, frequency-dependent source with waves radiated in different directions, but with a principal radiation angle that is also frequencydependent. The ideally expanded, 20-mm nozzle-diameter (Dj ), Mach 1.8 jet is located
at the Kashiwa Campus of the University of Tokyo. Although the facility is not
anechoic, nearby reflecting surfaces were wrapped in fiberglass, resulting in good agreement19 with anechoic far-field sound level measurements.20 Calibrated acoustic pressure
waveform data were synchronously acquired at five 2D intensity probes and a 40 Dj radius arc with National Instruments PXI-4498 cards sampling at 204.8 kHz. The
intensity probes14 were constructed of 6.35 mm G.R.A.S. 46BG microphones without
grid caps located at the center and vertices of an equilateral triangle with circumradius
25.4 mm (1.27 Dj ). A probe and four intensity measurement locations (I–IV) are displayed with respect to the jet shear layer in Fig. 2(a). These near-field locations were
selected because the 30 and 35 angles formed by II/IV and I/III, respectively, match
the overall sound pressure level (OASPL) peak directivity range in Fig. 2(b). In addition, 16 G.R.A.S. 40BE microphones were located on a 40 Dj arc (centered at
x ¼ 10 Dj ) to obtain the estimated directivity of the dominant noise region.
The behavior of the pairwise argfHg needed for r/ establishes the feasibility
of using PAGE with phase unwrapping for this experiment. For example, Fig. 3(a)
shows the wrapped and unwrapped phase difference between the vertex microphone
pairs used to obtain r/ at location I. The B:D and B:C pairs reveal near linear behavior with multiple unwrappings, while argfHCD g suggests the noise travels nearly
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (4), April 2017
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Four-microphone, 2D intensity probe and probe locations. The center microphone is
labeled A, and the outer microphones B–D. The probe orientation is such that B and D are closest to the shear
layer. (b) OASPL (dB re 20 lPa) at 40 Dj , with angle referenced to a jet centerline point 10 Dj downstream of
the nozzle exit.

perpendicular to the line between C:D. Figure 3(b) also shows smooth variation in
unwrapped pairwise argfHg, this case for Location IV. The differences in argfHg
result in different propagation angles for the two locations as a function of frequency.
Figure 3(c) displays the traditional and PAGE intensity levels, along with LP for locations I–IV in Fig. 2(a). As expected for a radiated field from a broadband source, the
PAGE method follows LP to 40 kHz for all four locations, whereas the traditional
method exhibits >1 dB errors above 2.5–3 kHz, in agreement with a preliminary loudspeaker experiment.21 Because the dominant acoustic radiation occurs at 3 kHz, the
PAGE method is essential in obtaining accurate acoustic intensity measurements. The
slight separation of LP and LI below 2 kHz at locations I and II is likely caused by
some combination of acoustic near-field errors—both in calculating large gradients
with a first-order least-squares estimate9,13 and because the near-field intensity is likely
a superposition of radiated and hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations.22 These lowfrequency effects are important physically and are the subject of on-going investigations, but are not central to this letter’s core message.
The PAGE-calculated intensity vector angle is shown in Fig. 3(d) for all four
locations. Although not shown for clarity, the traditional method calculates angles
within 0 –10 of PAGE below 4–5 kHz, beyond which they diverge rapidly. This limited bandwidth of the traditional method is insufficient to study the radiation characteristics at maximum LI frequencies, approximately 3–10 kHz [see Fig. 3(c)]. However,
the extended bandwidth of the PAGE-calculated intensity angles for those frequencies
[see Fig. 3(d)] reveals that the near-jet intensity angles fall between 25 and 40 , thus

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Wrapped and unwrapped transfer function phases between microphone pairs shown
in Fig. 2(a) for probe location I near a Mach 1.8 unheated jet. (b) Same as (a) but for location IV. (c) Intensity
and pressure levels at probe locations I–IV. (d) PAGE-calculated intensity angles at locations I–IV.
EL360 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (4), April 2017
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Fig. 4. (Color online) PAGE-calculated vector intensity maps for a Mach-1.8 unheated jet at (a) 2 kHz and (b)
40 kHz. The 40 kHz map is mirrored across the jet centerline (x axis). Vector lengths have been scaled by the
eighth root of the intensity magnitude for visibility.

bounding the 40 Dj OASPL peak directivity range of 30 –35 . Furthermore, these
intensity angles match within 1 –2 at location pairs I/III and II/IV over this frequency
range, thus establishing the near-field nature of the dominant radiation lobe well
beyond the traditional intensity limit for a probe of this size. Although there is no true
benchmark like the plane-wave tube experiment, the combination of (a) the concordance of LP and LI across frequency, which is expected for source radiation problems,
and (b) the tracking of peak-frequency-region intensity angles across the near-field
location pairs that correspond with the far-field peak OASPL directivity angles (from
the 40 Dj arc) provides a reasonable indication that the PAGE-predicted intensity estimates are physical when phase unwrapping is employed.
As a final demonstration that the PAGE method may provide significant
bandwidth extension for acoustic intensity, PAGE vector intensity maps calculated for
all measurement locations are shown in Fig. 4 for 2 and 40 kHz. At 2 kHz, the PAGE
and traditional intensity calculations are approximately equal, whereas at 40 kHz, only
the PAGE method with phase unwrapping applied potentially yields physically realistic
results. Relative to Fig. 2(a), the axes in Fig. 4 have been rotated 90 and the 40 kHz
map in Fig. 4(b) is reflected about the jet centerline. To extend LPAGE
to regions where
I
there are not vector measurements, LP from the 40 Dj arc are included in the interpolation. At 2 kHz in Fig. 4(a), the intensity magnitudes and directions vary smoothly
over the measurement locations. For z > 3Dj , the maximum magnitude vectors all
point to approximately 20 , the peak radiation angle for 2 kHz at the 40 Dj arc. For
z < 3 Dj , there is a likely superposition of the hydrodynamic and radiated noise components, which slightly lessens the intensity angle. The transition between downstream
and sideline-radiated intensities has been shown to agree with complementary
Schlieren photography measurements.23
The 40 kHz PAGE intensity map in Fig. 4(b) contains results at approximately
15 times the upper limit for I TRAD and this probe geometry. Remarkably, LPAGE
varies
I
as smoothly at 40 kHz as at 2 kHz. The vectors largely follow the level trends, unlike
I TRAD , which underestimates the level by approximately 15 dB [see Fig. 3(b)] and has
significant direction errors beyond 5 kHz. The PAGE results are also physically consistent with jet noise theory and prior intensity analyses: high frequencies radiate at a
greater angle than low frequencies and originate from a more compact, upstream
source region.14,15 A few anomalously directed vectors, such as near (6, 8.5) Dj , may
be due to microphones/probe holder scattering or reflections in the non-anechoic environment. Beyond 40 kHz, the number of questionable vectors, particularly in the sideline direction and near the jet nozzle, increases. Thus, while the actual upper limit of
the PAGE method for a broadband source varies with probe location, 40 kHz seems
an appropriate practical limit for this probe geometry.
5. Concluding discussion
This letter has shown that the PAGE method with transfer function unwrapping can
extend the calculation bandwidth of active acoustic intensity for broadband sources to
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (4), April 2017
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several times the spatial Nyquist frequency, more than an order of magnitude greater
than the traditional quadspectrum-based method limit. This finding should be extendable to intensity-based characterization of any acoustic source over the frequency range
where the transfer function phase varies smoothly. Future work will investigate the
ability to unwrap signals with tonal components above the spatial Nyquist frequency,
signals with limited coherence, and signals from multiple sources arriving from widely
different angles. This additional PAGE-related research for different measurement
environments and sources will further establish the method’s performance and may
eventually influence measurement standards.
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